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West Haven Public Schools                                                                                                                                                           

Unit Planning Organizer 

Subject__Math___        Grade___2___ 

Unit 7- Linear Measurement with Standard Units       EnVision Topic:  13 

Pacing  16 days total with re-teaching 

 

Essential Question(s): 

1.  How can we measure objects? 

Big Idea(s): 

1.  Mathematicians use specific tools, such as yard sticks, rulers, measuring tapes, etc.,  to 

measure the specific attributes of an object.   

 

Common Core State Standards (includes West Haven’s “Priority” Common Core 

Standards in BOLD and “Supporting” Standards) 

2.MD.1. Measure the length of an object by selecting and using appropriate tools such as 
rulers, yardsticks, meter sticks, and measuring tapes. 
 

Explanations and Examples: 

2.MD.1.  Students in second grade will build upon what they learned in first grade from 

measuring length with non-standard units to the new skill of measuring length in metric and 

U.S. Customary with standard units of measure. They should have many experiences measuring 

the length of objects with rulers, yardsticks, meter sticks, and tape measures. They will need to 

be taught how to actually use a ruler appropriately to measure the length of an object 

especially as to where to begin the measuring. Do you start at the end of the ruler or at the 

zero? 

2.MD.3. Estimate lengths using units of inches, feet, centimeters, and meters. 
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Explanation and Examples: 

2.MD.3.  Estimation helps develop familiarity with the specific unit of measure being used. To 
measure the length of a shoe, knowledge of an inch or a centimeter is important so that one 
can approximate the length in inches or centimeters. Students should begin practicing 
estimation with items which are familiar to them (length of desk, pencil, favorite book, etc.).  
 
Some useful benchmarks for measurement are:  

• First joint to the tip of a thumb is about an inch  
• Length from your elbow to your wrist is about a foot  
• If your arm is held out perpendicular to your body, the length from your nose to the 
tip of your fingers is about a yard  

 

 
 

2.MD.2. Measure the length of an object twice, using length units of different lengths for the 
two measurements; describe how the two measurements relate to the size of the unit 
chosen. 
 

Explanation and Examples: 

2.MD.2.  Students need multiple opportunities to measure using different units of measure. 
They should not be limited to measuring within the same standard unit. Students should have 
access to tools, both U.S. Customary and metric. The more students work with a specific unit of 
measure, the better they become at choosing the appropriate tool when measuring.  
 
Students measure the length of the same object using different tools (ruler with inches, ruler 

with centimeters, a yardstick, or meter stick). This will help students learn which tool is more 

appropriate for measuring a given object. They describe the relationship between the size of 

the measurement unit and the number of units needed to measure something. For instance, a 

student might say, “The longer the unit, the fewer I need.” Multiple opportunities to explore 
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provide the foundation for relating metric units to customary units, as well as relating within 

customary (inches to feet to yards) and within metric (centimeters to meters). 

2.MD.4. Measure to determine how much longer one object is than another, expressing the 
length difference in terms of a standard length unit. 
 

Explanation and Examples: 

2.MD.4.  Second graders should be familiar enough with inches, feet, yards, centimeters, and 

meters to be able to compare the differences in lengths of two objects. They can make direct 

comparisons by measuring the difference in length between two objects by laying them side by 

side and selecting an appropriate standard length unit of measure. Students should use 

comparative phrases such as “It is longer by 2 inches” or “It is shorter by 5 centimeters” to 

describe the difference between two objects. An interactive whiteboard or document camera 

may be used to help students develop and demonstrate their thinking. 

 

Mathematical Practices (Practices in BOLD should be focused on in this unit) 

1.  Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others 

4. Model with Mathematics 

5. Use appropriate tools strategically. 

6. Attend to precision. 

7. Look for and make use of structure. 

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

 

“Unwrapped” Concepts and Skills, and Bloom Levels (BL) 

Concepts(Need to Know) Skills(Able to Do) BL 
Measurement 

 Length 
Appropriate tools (such as) 

 Rulers 

 Yardsticks 

 Meter Sticks 

MEASURE (length) 
 
SELECTING (tools) 
USE (tools) 
 
 

1 
 
3 
3 
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 Measuring tapes 
Measurement (same objects, different 
units) 
Relationship between unit size and 
measurement 
Length Units 

 Different lengths 

 
 
MEASURE (length) 
 
DESCRIBE 
 
USING (length units) 

 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3,4 

 

 

Assessments 

Common  Pre- Assessment (Followed by Data Team Analysis): 

“Dipsticks” (Informal Progress Monitoring Checks):  

Dipsticks should be frequent, and based on the needs of the class.  Dipsticks should be 10-15 

minute quick assessments such as daily review, enVision quick check, or 3-4 questions based on 

homework feedback. 

 

Common Post- Assessment (Followed by Data Team Analysis): 

Instructional Planning 

Suggested Resources/Materials: 

enVision Topic 13 

Pre –CA, 13-2, 13-3, 13-4, 13-5, 13-8,  2 days supplemental work 

re-teaching/enrichment & reassess 

Supplemental materials included.  Students will be expected to measure the 

length and height of objects to the nearest cm, inch, yard, and foot. 

Suggested Research-based Effective Instructional Strategies: 
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Nonlinguistic Representations  When engaged in activities related to the 
knowledge/skills, ask the student to: 

- Generate mental images representing content; 
- Draw pictures or pictographs representing 

content; 
- Construct graphic organizers representing 

content; 
- Act, draw, and “talk it out”/role-play; 
- Make physical models of the content; 

 Make revisions to his/her mental images, 
pictures, photographs, graphic organizers, and 
physical models 

 

Homework and practice 

Cues and questions 

Vocabulary/Word Wall Enrichment/Extension Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Topic 13 

Attribute 

Length 

Unit 

Height 

Inch 

Yard 

Foot 

Centimeters 

Meter 

Problem of the day 

Daily Review 

Math Stations 

Fact Families 

 

 

Books: 

Actual Size by Steve Jenkins 

Is the Blue Whale the Biggest 

Thing there Is? by Robert 

Wells 

Measuring Penny by Loreen 

Leedy 

How Big is a Foot by Rolf 

Myller 

Length (Math Counts) by 

Henry Arthur Pluckrose 

 


